
�� Independently certified 
to deliver efficiency and 
performance.

Visit energystar.gov/CeilingFans for more information like determining the correct size of fan for your space.

United States
Environmental Protection
Agency

ENERGY STAR is the simple choice for energy efficiency. For more than 25 years, EPA’s ENERGY STAR 
program has been America’s resource for saving energy and protecting the environment. Join the millions 
making a difference at energystar.gov/CeilingFans.

Ceiling Fans Made Easy  

 Just look for the ENERGY STAR® 

Estimated 
Yearly Energy Cost

Airflow

XX$XX$
 Cost Range of Similar Models (xx” –xx”)

Based on 12 cents per kWh and 6.4 hours use per day
Your cost depends on rates and use
Energy Use: xx Watts

Cubic Feet Per Minute

The higher the airflow, the 
more air the fan will move
Airflow Efficiency: xx Cubic
Feet Per Minute Per Watt

All estimates based on typical use, excluding lights ftc.gov/energy
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Make sure to locate the ENERGY STAR logo at the 
bottom right corner of the Energy Guide label to 
ensure that the ceiling fan is efficient and will save 
you money.

ENERGY EFFICIENT CEILING FANS

Ceiling fans cool people, not rooms. If the room is 
unoccupied, turn off the ceiling fan to save energy.

         Remember to adjust your thermostat 
when using your ceiling fan—additional energy and 
dollar savings could be realized with this simple step! 

Use Your Ceiling Fan Year-Round. Operate your ceiling fan Counterclock-
wise in the summer and clockwise in the winter to keep you comfortable.

SUMMER

WINTER

�� 40% more efficient 
that conventional fan/
light units.

�� Saves $180 in energy 
costs over the fan’s  
10-year lifetime.

LIGHTING TIPS
If your fan doesn’t include lighting and you want 
to add it, be sure to purchase an ENERGY STAR 
certified light kit to get the advantages of ENERGY 
STAR lighting as well.  

Brightness: Look for lumens, not watts. More 
lumen means more light. 

Standard Bulbs (Watts)            ENERGY STAR Bulb Brightness (Minimum Lumens)

40 450
60 800
75 1,100
100 1,600
150 2,600

Dimmable: If you’re looking for dimmable lighting in a ceiling fan, make sure to install dimmer switches that are 
compatible with LED lights. ENERGY STAR bulbs and fixtures provide dimming capability and compatibility 
information right on the package.  

Visit ENERGY STAR certified LED lighting to learn more. 

Light Appearance or Color: Light-color is 
represented by a temperature on the Kelvin scale 
(K). Lower K means warmer, yellowish light, 
while higher K means cooler, bluer light. Use the 
chart below to find the light color you like and the 
corresponding Kelvin number to look for.


COOLWARM



Traditional  
incandescent light.

Good for kitchens  
and work spaces.

Good for reading.

Soft White, 
Warm White

Neutral White,  
Cool White

Daylight  
(think blue sky at noon)Warm sunset,  

candle-like dimmed 
ambiance.

 

Amber Light

2200K               2700K               3000K                3500K                4100K               5000K               6500K
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https://energystar.gov/ceilingfans
https://www.energystar.gov/products/lighting_fans/light_bulbs/learn_about_led_bulbs#why_choose_leds

